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ABSTRACT

Based on the view that the level of market penetration of
video games combined with the high levels of realism portrayed in these games
make it important to investigate the messages video games send children, this
report details a study of the 10 top-selling video games for each of 6 game
systems available in the United States and for personal computers. The report
identifies some of the unhealthy social messages such games may be sending to
young players about violence, gender, and race and contains ideas for
improving games for children. The report also answers frequently asked
questions about video violence. Findings of the study of 70 games revealed
that video games often glorified violence, ignored women and people of color,
and reinforced racial and gender stereotypes. Video games were overwhelmingly
violent, with nearly every game containing some violent content and too often
without consequence to the perpetrator or the victim. Comparisons across game
systems revealed considerable variation. A list of the video games examined
completes the report. (Contains 25 endnotes.) (KB)
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Violence page 4
Most of the top-selling video games (89%)
contained violent content, almost half of which
was serious in nature.
Killing was almost always seen as justified in the

games and players were always rewarded for

their acts of violence.
The negative consequences of violence were

rarely shown, with most victims appearing
unaffected by the aggressive acts committed
against them.

More than three fourths of games rated "E" for
"Everyone" (79%) contained violent content.
In half of these games, violence was significant
to the plot.

Gender page 10
Female characters were severely underrepresented in video games, accounting for
only 16% of all characters.

Male characters were most likely to be
portrayed as competitors (47%), while
female characters were most likely to be
portrayed as props or bystanders (50%).

Male and female character roles and
behaviors were frequently stereotyped, with

males more likely to engage in physical
aggression and females more likely to scream,
wear revealing clothing and be nurturing.

Games for Girls page 16
Video games in this study contained very few

features found to be appealing to girls.
PC games were the most likely of any of the game
systems to contain features that appeal to girls.

Race page 20
White characters were the majority in the video
game population (56%) and were the only human
characters in children's games.

There were no Latina characters or Native
American male characters in any of the games.

Nearly all heroes were white while African
Americans and Latinos were typically athletes
and Asian/Pacific Islanders were usually wrestlers
or fighters.
African American characters were the least likely
to show harm when they were victimized (61%),
while nearly all Latino victims demonstrated harm
and pain (83%).

System Comparisons page 24
Each of the game systems displayed their own
strengths and weaknesses in the areas of violence,
gender and race.

Overall, video games have room for much
improvement in terms of racial and gender
stereotyping, girl-friendliness, violence and ageappropriateness.
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here are probably few adults these
days who don't remember the excite-

However, many more studies have shown
relationships between playing video games and

ment of playing early video games

unhealthy outcomes, such as isolation and

such as Pac Man, Space Invaders and Frogger.

loneliness, obesity, belief in gender stereotypes

The ability to interact with a machine in a

and increased aggressive behavior.' In fact,
video games' unique interactive capabilities

game situation was thrillingand still is. Today,
the little yellow dot-eater and the highly pixilated

spaceships have evolved into seamlessly animated characters, graphic images of demons,

and lifelike humans complete with lifelike
weapons and lifelike blood.
Video games were a $6 billion industry in
2000 and sales are projected to reach as high as

may make them even more likely to influence
children's attitudes, beliefs and behaviors than
more traditional forms of media.
Fair Play? Violence, Gender and Race in
Video Games examines the top-selling video
games for each of the seven different game systems. Fair Play? identifies some of the

$8 billion in 2001.' Over 280 million units
were sold in 2000 alone,' and it is estimated

unhealthy social messages that video games may

that 60% of all Americans, or about 145 mil-

der and race and contains ideas for improving

lion people, play video games on a regular

games for children.

basis.' This level of market penetration, combined with the high levels of realism, makes it
important to investigate the messages video
games send children.
There are some benefits to video games.
Studies have found that playing video games
can improve children's visual attention skills,
their spatial skills, their iconic skills and their
computer literacy skills.' In addition, the use
of educational games, which are almost exclusively sold for the PC, have been shown to help
improve academic performance.'

be sending to young players about violence, gen-

"Computer and video games bring
us into imaginary worlds and allow

us to define who we are, how we
behave, and how we relate to others

in the game; they challenge us
intellectually; they excite us; they
educate and empower us."
Douglas Lowenstein, President, Interactive Digital
Software Association.

Note: In this report the term "video game" refers to both games played on a personal computer and games played on
a console system.
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Since the early 1960s, over a thousand studies have indicated a relationship between sustained exposure to violent media and real-life aggression

in some children.' This relationship has been acknowledged by much of

the academic community, as well as by many highly respected organiza-

tions including the American Academy of Pediatrics, the American
Psychological Association, the American Medical Association and the
National Institute for Mental Health.

In recent years, researchers have begun to look at the potential connection
between playing violent video games and subsequent aggressive behavior.
Preliminary research has shown that playing violent video games can increase

children's aggressive behavior and can result in emotional responses of
anger and hostility. This is especially true for young children.8 Further, some

researchers believe that compared to other visual media, the interactive
nature of the games could actually increase the likelihood of aggressive
behavior, as it enables players to engage in realistic violent actions.

Seriousness of Violence in Total Sample
What is the nature of violence in games?

Significance of Violence
How central is violence to the plot?

Significant

Light/Comic Violence

Sports-Related

No Violence

Incidental

Serious Violence

4

Major Outstanding Feature

41-

4,4*,
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Predominance of Violence

Did You Know?

Violence was a predominant feature in almost

A Stanford University study found that
when third- and fourth-graders' television

all of the video games analyzed. Of the 70 games

included in this study, 61 (89%) contained some
kind of violence. Almost half of all games (49%)
contained serious violence, while 40% contained
comic violence.

Violence was significant in 41% of games,

meaning that violence was necessary for the
protagonists to achieve their goals. In 17% of
the games, violence was the primary focus of
the game itself. Thus, in the majority of the
games, players could not even participate in
the game without engaging in violence.

and video game consumption was reduced

to under seven hours per week for 20
weeks, their verbal aggression decreased

by 50% and their physical aggression
decreased by 40%.9

Killing by player-controlled characters was

almost always seen as justified. Nine out
of ten player-controlled killings (91%) were
justified in the games. Conversely, killing by

computer-controlled characters was almost
Consequences of Violence

There was no punishment for killing in any
of the games. Although less than one fifth of
all characters were capable of killing (17%),

always seen as unjustified (75%). The media's
justification of violence is one factor that can
increase the likelihood of children's learned
aggression, desensitization and fear.

Jo

there were no negative consequences for characters that killed other characters. Protagonists

A majority of the victims of violence were

usually received some sort of reward, while
antagonists simply maintained their positions.

who were capable of being victims of violence, a

not harmed. Of the sixty percent of characters
majority were not seriously harmed, with more

than half of the total characters (52%) either
appearing unaffected by the violence or only
being temporarily disabled by the violence.
Use Of Weapons

Most video game violence was committed
without the use of weapons. Nearly half of
the human characters committed violent acts
(45%). Of those violent characters, more than
three fourths engaged in aggression without

Thicken 3

the use of weapons (81%), while only 41% used
weapons to commit their aggression. Twenty-two

percent of those characters engaged in violent
behavior both with and without weapons.

Guns were the weapons of choice for violent
characters. Of those human characters who
used weapons, 24% used some type of gun. Bats

or clubs were the next most popular weapons,
serving 22% of those who used weapons.
0,14.

Sonic Adventure 2
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Did You Know?
According to the 1997 National Television

ITI

Violence Study, the probability that a
violent portrayal will lead to aggressive

behavior, desensitization to violence or

fear increases when the pain and
suffering associated with violence

is not depicted."

These findings are corroborated by Lieutenant Colonel

David Grossman, a former
Army psychologist who knows
about video games' power to teach

violent behavior. He used them to
teach military soldiers how to kill
without hesitation. He found that
when the blood, gore and emotions of
the victims in the games were elimi-

nated, the soldiers began to think of
killing as more of a game:2 The problem, he explains, is that video games

help children (and soldiers) become

desensitized to violence. "We are
teaching children to associate pleasure

with human death and suffering. We
are rewarding them for killing people.
And we are teaching them to like it."13

You Canititrigaa_Gameloy Its_Baing
How accurate are the Entertainment Software Ratings

3 to 7 year-olds, and that 13% of E-rated games were

Board (ESRB) ratings on video game packages? The

either questionable or inappropriate for 8 to 12 year-

National Institute on Media and the Family decided to

olds. In addition, 57% of the T (Teen) rated games were

find out. In 2000, they asked parents and child develop-

deemed questionable or inappropriate for 12- to 17-year-

ment experts to rate 132 video games for their age

olds. Given these findings, it seems that parents may want

appropriateness. The panel determined that, based on

to judge games for themselves rather than relying on the

violent and sexual content, 32% of the games rated "E" for

opinions of the ESRB.

"Everyone" were either questionable or inappropriate for

7

FAQs
What is the difference between comic and serious violence?
Comic depictions of violence are those depictions portrayed in a humorous or playful context, often in a
slapstick manner, usually with little or no harm to the victim(s). Comic violence is often accompanied by
silly sound effects (i.e. "boings") or upbeat music. Serious depictions of violence are more dramatic, often
realistic in context and frequently results in harm to the victim(s). Victims and perpetrators of serious violence

often respond with grunts and/or screams and frequently bleed.

When describing how central violence is to the game, what is meant by "significant,"
"incidental" and "major outstanding feature"?
Incidental violence occurs when the actions have no effect on the outcome of the game. Violence is significant

to the plot if the actions are necessary for the protagonists to achieve their goals. Finally, violence is a major
outstanding feature if the actions are the primary focus of the game itself and not a means to another end.

What is the difference between the types of aggression and violence found in "sports"
and "non-sports" video games?
In sports video games, physical aggression is presented as a socially acceptable form of violence. In some
games, it is even required in order to participate. Although physical aggression in sports video games can

result in injury, the athletes usually are shown to be unaffected and the use of violence is depicted as justifiable in order to subdue and/or immobilize opponents in order to score points. In non-sports video games,

violence is often used to injure, debilitate or kill opponents in order to win the game. The types of violence
depicted in non-sports games are generally not socially acceptable and most are illegal.
Previous Children Now research on media images and messages about masculinity has demonstrated that

physical aggression and explicit violence, whether depicted on a gamefield or battlefield, reinforce a

rigid "code of masculinity" that society conveys to boys." In the sports and non-sports media environment, aggression and violence are presented as equally exciting, expected, acceptable and admirable
ways to accomplish one's goals. These values are most evident in the manner in which male sporting
events are promoted and commented upon by announcers, and in the rewards bestowed upon film and
television male action heroes.
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is an "independent, self-regulatory entity" that

92° rated games lacked gender ead afged
diversity. There were nearly six times more

rates video games for age appropriateness and,

male characters (819) than female characters

when relevant, provides descriptors of violent

(146) in "E" rated games. Although white (41%)

and sexual content. In 1998, the ESRB added

and African American (22%) characters were

a new category to its rating system, "E" for

fairly well represented, Latino, Native American,

"Everyone." "E" rated titles have been judged to

be appropriate for players ages six and older,

and Asian/Pacific Islander characters each
comprised less than 2% of the population of

but "may contain minimal violence, some comic

"E" rated games.

The Entertainment Software Ratings Board (ESRB)

It's clear that the ratings don't always provide

mischief or some crude language."
Yet according to Children Now research,

an accurate description of video game content.

despite their rating, "E" games are not always

Parents may need to read more than just the

suitable for "everyone."

ratings in order to select games they deem

Non arm a-i@@ fourths cV games rated 92m
contained violence. Of the 43 games rated

"E" in the sample, 34 (79%) contained some
type of violent content. Twelve of these games
(28%) featured serious depictions of violence.

appropriate for their children.
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Violence was significant to the plot in 20 games,

and was the major outstanding feature in two
games. However, in addition to their liberal "E"
rating, 10 of these 34 games received no ESRB
content rating for either mild violence or violence.

included
rated
Kleeft Nekl o2
characters edlio laogi weapons. Twenty-one
of the 43 "E" rated games (49%) featured
characters acting aggressively with weapons.
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In all of these games except for one, the
player-controlled characters acted aggressively

with weapons,
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games

included characters ZAN @OR® body
exposure. Of the 43 games rated "E," 1 6
(37%) portrayed characters that were either
wearing revealing clothing or were partially
nude. Nine of these games portrayed male characters with some body exposure; seven games

portrayed female characters in this way.
Legend of Zelda: Oracle of Seasons
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A growing topic of research and debate has centered on the issue of
video games and gender. There is great concern about the ways that
females are portrayed in video games and the effect that these portrayals
can have on young girls' self-image as well as boys' expectations of and
attitudes towards females. There is also increasing concern about the kinds

of messages that video games send to boys about masculinity, such as
the appropriateness of expressing their emotions, the acceptable ways of
dealing with conflict, the treatment of women and the ideal male body size.

What types of messages do the portrayal of male and female video game
characters send to young players? What types of behaviors are modeled
as appropriate for boys and girls? Are games perpetuating gender stereo-

types, such as the helpless female and the brave, stoic male?

Male & Female Characters in Total Sample

10

Male & Female Player-Controlled Characters

13
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The Male and Female Populations

Female characters accounted for a small minor-

ity of characters in video games. Of the 1716
total characters analyzed in this study, male
human characters totaled 1106 (64%) while
female human characters numbered only 283
(17%).16 On average, 17 males appeared in
each game, compared to only four females. In
addition, more than half of the 70 games in the

FAQ
Why are player-controlled characters important?
Player-controlled characters are those characters

whom players can usually choose and whose
actions they navigate and manipulate through the

course of the game. Player-controlled characters

are important since they are the characters that
players "become" and with whom they are more
likely to identify.

study featured two or fewer female characters.

Females were even less likely to be playercontrolled characters. Of the 874 player-con-

Males were far more likely than females to
appear as player-controlled characters. Sixty

trolled characters, 635 (73%) were males, and
only 107 (12%) were females. Players are more

of the seventy games (86%) offered male player-

likely to have an opportunity to play a non-human

(51%) contained even one female character for
players to control. Twenty-five games featured
only male player-controlled characters, yet only
two games (both Tomb Raider titles) featured
exclusively female choices.

character than a female.

controlled characters while only 36 games

Character Roles

Half of all female characters were props or
bystanders while male characters were predominandy competitors. While the primary
role for male characters was competitor (47%),

the primary role for females was that of prop
(32%). Props are characters that provide useful
information to the player, but do not engage in
any action. In addition, 18% of female characters were bystanders, or characters that spoke
but did not provide any useful information or
resources. Combined, this means that 50% of

the female characters did not engage in the
action at all.

Female player-controlled characters were
less likely than males to be competitors and
more likely to be participants. Seven out of
ten (70%) male player-controlled characters
assumed the role of competitor, while just over
one third of female player-controlled characters

(37%) had the same role. Females were also

15
The Sims: House Party

seven times more likely to be participants
(22%) than were males (3%). Participants are

characters that obey the commands of the
player, but do not necessarily have personalities

or abilities of their own.

associated with females, they were more than
twice as likely as males to share and help (32%
vs. 15% of males), and four times as likely to
be nurturing (8% vs. 2% of males).

Female characters were sometimes hypersexualized and male characters were often
hyper-muscularized. One out of every ten

Gender Stereotyping

Female and male characters behaved in different, and often stereotypical, ways. Male
characters were more likely than females to
engage in physical aggression (52% and 32%,
respectively). However, female characters were

nearly twice as likely to use verbal aggression
and ridicule (9% vs. 5% of males), and more
than three times as likely to scream (18% vs.
5% of males). In behaviors more traditionally

female characters (11%) had a very voluptuous

body (i.e., very large breasts and a very small
waist). Another 7% of female characters had
either very thin or extremely disproportionate
bodies, meaning that nearly 20% of female
characters modeled unhealthy or unrealistic
body sizes. In addition, one in three male characters (35%) was extremely muscular.

Crazy Taxi
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Number

Percent

Competitor

40

37%

Wrestler/Fighter

25

24%

6%

Hero/Rescuer

11

11%

22

3%

Participant

23

22%

Villain/Assassin

9

1%

Villain/Assassin

3

3%

Killer/Combatant

7

1%

Killer/Combatant

3

3%

Number

Percent

Competitor

445

70%

Wrestler/Fighter

114

18%

Hero/Rescuer

38

Participant

Role

Role

i
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Did You Know?
Although sexy female characters are created to appeal to males, they can send harmful messages to both male and female players. Just as young girls may interpret highly sexualized
characters as symbols of the "ideal woman," so too may young boys. These impressions may
influence girls' feelings about themselves and their place in the world, and they may also
influence boys' expectations and treatment of females. In both cases, these images can have
unhealthy effects on children's self-esteem, behavior and relationships with others.

Female sexuality was often accentuated with
highly revealing clothing. Female video game
characters showed quite a bit of skin. Nearly one

in five female characters (21%) had exposed
breasts (7% fully exposed), 13% had exposed
buttocks (8% fully exposed), and 20% had
exposed midriffs. In addition, females were more

than twice as likely as males to wear revealing
clothing (20% of females and 8% of males).

Males were highly aggressive, and were more

likely than females to perpetrate violence
without the use of weapons. Almost two
thirds of male characters (63%) engaged in
physical aggression, compared to just 40% of
female characters. Further, nearly half of males
(42%) engaged in hand-to-hand combat, compared to 23% of females.

Males were three times more likely than
females to appear unaffected by violence. In
response to all types of violence, 33% of males

appeared unaffected, compared to 10% of
females. These differences appear most often in
sports games. In cases of non-sports violence,
males and females were equally likely (9% and
10% respectively) to be unaffected by violence.

Phantasy Star Online
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Tomb Raider: The Last Revelation

Diablo 2
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Equel OpponunKy EvinGloye
While it is becoming more common to see female video game characters in roles traditionally
held by males, there is still a tremendous difference in the way males and females are portrayed
in these games. Females may be as tough as the males, and may have to face similar missions
and opponents, but they have an added challenge: to look sexy while doing it. Following are some

examples of the sexual divide between female characters and their male counterparts.

Male

Female

Heroes

Link in The Legend of Zelda looks like
a young boy and is dressed like an elf
(complete with tights and pointy hat).

In Tomb Raider, Lara Croft's short shorts
and extremely large breasts never keep
her from accomplishing her mission.

Soldiers

Command & Conquer: Red Alert's
male soldiers head off to battle in full
military gear.

Tanya, Command & Conquer's female GI,
battles the Soviets in a midriff-revealing
tank top and leans forward whenever she
speaks to expose her cleavage.

Competitors

In SSX, male competitors wear the
snowboarder's uniform: baggy clothes,

Elise, a female snowboarder in SSX (who
is described as 5'11" and 120 lbs.), wears

a very tight one-piece snowsuit that
shows off her ample bust. When her
name is announced for a race, Elise rubs
her hands up and down her sides in a
very provocative manner.

Guards

In the Legend of Zelda, the male
guard is covered from head to toe in
full body armor.

In Final Fantasy IX, the female guard is
dressed in an armor brassiere with nothing but a thong to cover her bottom half.

Robots

Zone of the Enders'male robots have
square-shaped bodies.

Female robots in Zone of the Enders are

quite shapely, with large breasts and
curvaceous hips.

f
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It has often been said that video games are designed "by boys, for boys."
Even game makers themselves rarely dispute this obseNation. The video
game industry explains that girls are not interested in gaming and that it

would not be economically wise for them to invest in producing games
for a female market.

The truth, however, is that girls do enjoy playing video games. According

to PC Data, 45% of computer and video game players in 2000 were
female.'7 Research on girls and gaming has found that, generally, girls do

appreciate different types of game features than do boys. Several studies

have identified many of those elements that girls tend to enjoy.18 These

features range from the ability to create something, to a reality-based
environment, to the absence of violence.

Girl-Friendly Features
Creative Component

How Do Games Score on the Girl-Friendly Scale?

60 -

Puzzle Elements
51

Cooperative Play

50

Available, Solicited Help
Female Player-Controlled Characters
Realistic Setting

40

30

Positive, Unsolicited Feedback
Slow or Variable Pace

20

15

Predictable Rules
10

Clear Explanation of Rules

4

Absence of Violence

Absence of Killing
Absence of Evil Characters

16

Contains 50% or

Contains 51% to

Contains 76% to

Less of Features

75% of Features

100% of Features

4.9

4,16

,4#
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The Girl-Friendly Scale

Overall, there were very few girl-friendly

Based on research on girls and video games,

games, though PC games were significantly
more girl-friendly than console games. Out

Children Now devised a 13-point "girl-friendly"

scale to measure the extent to which the video

games in this study contained features that
appeal to girls. Each game was rated for its
inclusion of these features (see Methodology).
The results indicated that girl-friendly features
were a rare commodity.

of a possible total score of 13 (with 13 indicating that a game contained all of the girl-friendly
features), results from the analysis indicated that:
Only one game in the entire study, 102 Dalmatians,

received a perfect score.
Only six games (8.5%) received a score of 9 or

"We have to think less about 'girls'
games' and 'boys' games' and more
about games that challenge our chil-

dren's minds. When it comes to
computer games and software, girls
want high-skill, not high-kill."
Sharon Schuster, President, American Association of
University Women Educational Foundation

better. Interestingly, 5 of these 6 games were

for the PC, revealing that a full 50% of PC
games in this study had a significant number of

features that might appeal to girls.

The average girl-friendly score for all games
was only 5.85, meaning that the average game
contained less than 6 of the 13 girl-friendly features.

Almost three-fourths of the games (n=51)
feature 50% or less of the elements that girls
enjoy.

More than one in five games (21%) scored 4 or
less. While 9 of the 15 were either Game Boy or
Game Boy Advance games, none were for the PC.

102 Dalmatians Activity Center

Tcp ftartag BodoRri@nev lemm
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Title

Game System

102 Dalmatians

Personal Computer

13

The Sims

Personal Computer

10.5

The Sims: House Party

Personal Computer

10.5

The Sims: Livin' Large

Personal Computer

10.5

Roller Coaster Tycoon

Personal Computer

9

Mario Tennis

Gameboy

9

Score (out of 13)

Why It Matters

Most popular video games don't feature elements that appeal to girls. As Cassell & Jenkins

observe, females don't use power mowers as
much as males, yet there is no public outcry for
girl-friendly power mowers. Why then is it so
19

important that there be a conscious effort to
make games for girls? Here's why:
® Video games are an important introduction to
the world of computer technology. Becoming

familiar with, comfortable with and enjoying

video games and computers may help girls
develop an interest in careers in technology,

a field in which women are significantly
under-represented."

a The scarcity of girl-friendly video games may
send the wrong message to girls that using

computers and video games are activities
for boys and are not acceptable for girls.

The lack of girl-friendly games ignores girls'

potential to be a viable and valuable seg-

A,,f1

ment of the video game consumer market.
Triple Play Baseball

© Playing video games helps improve computer
literacy by enhancing players' abilities to understand images in a three dimensional space and
to track multiple images simultaneously.2'

® Girls do like playing video games! The indus-

try needs to find ways to include some of
these girl-friendly features in order to attract
girls to their games.

Mario Party 3

22
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Media messages have the ability to influence children's attitudes, values
and sense of themselves. However, the implications of racial diversity and
stereotypes in video games have yet to be fully explored. Any examination

of the quality of messages that children receive from video games also
requires a close look at how people of color are depicted in these games.
These depictions have implications not only for youth of color but for white
youth as well, for boys as well as for girls.

Children of all races want to see themselves represented in the media.22

Numerous studies have reported the lack of racial diversity in traditional

forms of media such as newspapers and television,23 but how do video
games fare when it comes to offering an equitable picture of racial diversity?

Race of Male Player-Controlled Characters

3%
Asian/Pacific
Islander

Race of Female Player-Controlled Characters

4% Multiracial/Other

Latino

r5%

1% Native American 1

E 7% Asian/Pacific

L

37%

Islander

African
American

10%

52%

African

White

78%
3%

American

White

Other

0% Native American
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0% Latina
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Asian/Pacific Islanders were few in number

More than half (56%) of all human charac-

and rarely player-controlled characters.

ters in this study were white. African

Asian/Pacific Islanders comprised only 9% of
the population. Nearly three quarters of them
(72%) were computer-controlled props,
bystanders or villains.

Americans comprised the second largest
group, representing about one fifth of all char-

acters (22%). While Asian/Pacific Islanders
accounted for 9% of all characters, Latinos

Games especially created for young children

comprised 2% of the population. Native

featured only white characters. The seven

Americans and multiracial characters each

children's titles featured only white characters.

accounted for .2% of the characters.24

Other characters appeared in non-human

White female characters outnumbered female
characters of every other racial group. Over
half of all female characters were white (61%),

forms (i.e. puppies in 102 Dalmatians).

followed by Asian/Pacific Islanders, at just over

Nearly every video game hero was white.
Of the 53 heroes, 46 were white (87%).
Asian/Pacific Islanders accounted for 8%,

one tenth of the total female population
(11%). African American and Native American
female character portrayals trailed behind at 4%
and 1% respectively.

Latina characters were non-existent. Not one
of the 1716 characters in this study was Latina.
Only 32 (2%) of the characters were Latino.

Native American characters were essentially
invisible. None of the 1716 characters in this
study were Native Americans males. Of the
three Native American characters, all were
female and two were props. The one playercontrolled Native American female character
was a wrestler/fighter.

Stereotypical Roles

African Americans appeared as 4%, and 2% of
the heroes were Latinos. There were no Native
American heroes or rescuers.

Latino characters only appeared in sports
games. Every one of the 32 Latino characters
appeared in a sports-oriented game, usually baseball.

Asian/Pacific Islander characters were usually
wrestlers or fighters and were often antagonists.

Nearly three quarters of player-controlled
Asian/Pacific Islander characters (69%) were

cast as wrestlers or fighters. Asian/Pacific
Islanders were identified as antagonists 18% of

the time compared to 8% for whites, 3% for
Latinos, and 2% for African Americans.
Almost all African American males were por-

trayed as competitors, while most African
American females were non-action characters.
Eight out of ten African American males (83%)

were cast as competitors in sports-oriented
games. The majority of African American
females (86%) were either props, bystanders, or

participants in games, but never competitors.

NBA 210
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Latinos were almost always shown exhibit-

ing physical harm and pain. Eighty-three
percent of Latino characters demonstrated
A

physical harm and pain after being injured.
This is especially interesting since most Latinos
appear in sports games where athletes are often
unaffected by violence.
Race and Violence

In non-sports games, white characters were
the most likely to use weapons. Almost one
third of white characters in non-sports games
(31%) used weapons. African American characters used the most verbal aggression, screaming,
Shenmue

ridicule and insults (23%). Latino characters
were most likely to use physical aggression with-

Rates of Victimization

African American females were far more
likely than any other group to be victims of
violence. Nearly nine out of ten African
American females (86%) were victims of vio-

lence. Their victimization rate was almost
twice that of white females (45%) and nearly
four times the rate of Asian/Pacific Islander
females (23%).

African American characters were least likely
to have realistic responses to violence. More
than half of the African American characters
(61%) were "unaffected" by violence and only

a fraction (15%) exhibited both pain and
physical harm. However, nearly half of white

characters exhibited both pain and physical
harm (43%) and only a quarter (23%) were
unaffected by violence. In addition, two thirds
of Asian/Pacific Islander characters exhibited

both pain and harm (66%) while only 7%
were unaffected by violence.

out weaponry (36%). Asian/Pacific Islander
characters were least likely to use weapons as
part of their aggressive behavior (11%).

In sports games, African Americans were
most likely to display aggressive behaviors.
Nearly eight out of ten African American competitors (79%) engaged in physical and verbal

aggression compared to only 57% of white
competitors. African American competitors
were the only racial group to use verbal aggres-

sion on the field.
When thinking about diversity and gaming
content for children, game developers should
question whether:
The content is meaningful to children from different
racial groups

The content provides strong role models

The content creates or exploits stereotypes
ethnic, racial or gender"

Think about the messages delivered to youth
when characters of color often are found at the
business end of a fist, club or gun or competing in a sports arena.
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How do the ten top-seHing games for each system differ in their depictions

of race, gender and violence? Are all systems created equal? Children
Now examined the seven game systems to determine how they compared
to each other.
Y. ot

Seriousness

Violent Games

of Violence

Significance
of Violence

Presence
of Females

Revealing

Ave age

Att're

Body Type

MF

MF

Racial

Girl-Friendly

Diversity

Nintendo 64

Game Boy Color

Game Boy Advance

Dreamcast

PlayStation

PlayStation2

Personal Computer

Worse Than Average

Average

Better Than Average

Note: This table represents quantitative results only. A score of better than average only indicates that, for the games studied,
that system performed better than most of the other systems in that category, not that it is necessarily ideal. Results are based
on the ten top-selling video games for each console system. Refer to the methodology for more detailed information.
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ver the last 25 years, the video game

industry has grown into a multi-bil-

lion dollar commercial giant. With
hundreds of titles available on the seven game
systems, and with rapid technological advances,

young players are being introduced to an
increasing number of realistic characters and
robust virtual environments in which to play.
These "real-life" video games may send
strong negative messages about violence, gender

and race to their youngest and most vulnerable
players. Fair Play? Violence, Gender and Race in

Video Games found that video games often glo-

the role of the helpless victim, their powers
and strengths can be overshadowed by their
hyper-sexualized bodies and attire. Further,
while male characters significantly outnumber
their female counterparts, they, too, are often
cast in stereotypical roles and given unrealistic

hyper-muscularized bodies. These types of
portrayals send strong negative messages to
children that there are certain ways that males
and females are supposed to look and act.
Video games also contain very little racial
diversity. When they do show diversity, they
often incorporate stereotyped images and roles

rify violence, ignore women and people of
color and reinforce racial and gender stereotypes. Overall, the study's findings demon-

for people of color. Rarely ever cast as champions,

strate that the messages found in video games
are indeed cause for concern.
Video games are overwhelmingly violent.

brutes, exotic fighting machines or athletes displaying near-supernatural ability. These kinds

Nearly every game in this study contained
some violent content. All too often the violence was depicted without consequence to the
perpetrator or the victim, sending the message
that violence was an acceptable way to achieve
one's objective, was funny or harmless, or that
players could be heroes if they used violence

rescuers or heroes, their portrayals often amount

to nothing more than hyper-muscularized

of racial images can contribute to children's
unhealthy attitudes towards people of other
races. In addition, children of color may feel
devalued or ignored due to limited and stereotypical representations of people from their own
racial group.

Fair Play? Violence, Gender and Race in
Video Games demonstrates that video games

successfully. These findings are particularly
powerful because some children internalize

send strong, negative messages to young players

these messages and, as a result, may act aggressively or become desensitized to violence.

may have a negative impact on children's

Video games also reinforce unhealthy gender

stereotypes and messages. Not only are females
severely under-represented, they are generally

cast in either insignificant or stereotyped roles.
Even when the female characters break out of

in very real and powerful ways. These messages

healthy development, and may influence their
self-image and attitudes toward others as well.

Therefore, Children Now calls upon game
makers to make a concerted effort to develop
video games in ways that can deliver healthy
messages to our kids.
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Methodology

Play Station and Play Station 2) and for personal

Each game was played through the first level
using each of the available player-controlled
characters. When both single-player and multiplayer options were available, coders played
both options with each character. Information
about games and characters was obtained from

computers. Game lists were obtained from

player experience and from consulting the player

NPD TRSTS Video Games Service and identified the top sellers for each system for the period

manuals that accompanied each game.

of January to May 2001. The one exception
was for Game Boy Advance which, due to the

ently since their characters numbered in the

This study examined the ten top-selling games

created for each of six video game consoles
available in the U.S. (Dreamcast, Game Boy

Advance, Game Boy Color, Nintendo 64,

release of the system in May, covered the period
of May to June 2001.
All content was subjected to two levels of analysis:

Macro-level analysis examined* such game
characteristics as genre, rating, game elements
and levels of sexual and violent content.

Sports games were treated somewhat differ-

hundreds, while in the other games in the sample, there were many fewer characters. To avoid
statistical problems that occur when one class
of variable is much greater than the others (in
this case, athletes), a representative sample of
athletes was selected from the games. In all of
the games in which this sampling occurred, the
characters chosen included all the players and
coaches on the two exhibition teams, announcers

Micro-level analysis identified each unique
character and examined such characteristics
as gender, race, role and the character's ability
to commit and be a victim of violence.

and officials. This way, the character set of
those games was roughly equal in size to the
character set of other games.

All content was coded by Katharine E.
Heintz-Knowles, Ph.D. and one trained coder.
To ensure reliability between coders, ten percent

of the sample was coded by each of the coders

independently. The percent of agreement
between coders was calculated. All variables
included in this analysis received a level of
agreement of at least 94%.

Legend of Zelda: Oracle of Seasons
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Girl-Friendly Scale

Each game in the study was also rated for its inclusion

of features that have been found to appeal to girls.
The resulting Girl-Friendly Scale had a range of 0-13
points based on the following criteria:
Games received one point for each of the following
"girl-friendly" elements:
Super Mario Advance

Female player-controlled characters

Cooperative play (ability to work cooperatively with
other players)

Ability to create something
A reality-based environment
Puzzle-type activities

Presence of positive feedback
Availability of help
Slow or variable pace

...

Predictable and easy to follow game play
Clearly explained rules

Games also received one point if they did not contain the

following features:

e

Violence
Killing

A theme of good vs. evil
Roller Coaster Tycoon

System Comparisons
The ratings of "worse than average," "average" and "better than average" for each system were calculated by dividing the
range of scores across systems for each feature into three categories as follows:

GtOpla

IDEgja cg Rom@

atcecaup Average

Average

C39197116:0) Average

Percent of Violent Games

70-100%

90-100%

80%

70%

Seriousness of Violence

20-100%

80-100%

50-70%

20-40%

Significance of Violence

30-100%

77-100%

54-76%

30-53%

15-42%

15-23%

24-32%

33-42%

1-36%

25-36%

13-24%

1-12%

44-91%

44-58%

59-74%

75-91%

4.05-8.35

4.05-5.48

5.49-6.91

6.92-8.35

4-65%

45-65%

25-44%

4-24%

Presence of Females

Revealing Attire
Average Body Types
Girl-Friendly Score

Racial Diversity
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"Fair Play?" Game Study List
Game Boy Advance

Playstation

Super Mario Advance

Gran Turismo 2

Tony Hawk Pro Skater 2

VVWF Smackdown 2

Castlevania: Circle of the Moon

Tony Hawk Pro Skater 2

F-Zero Max Velocity

Driver 2

Rayman Advance

Special Ops: Ranger Elite

Namco Museum

Tony Hawk Pro Skater

GT Advance Racing

Rnal Fantasy IX

Iridion 3D

Tekken 3

Krazy Racers

Driver

Earthworm Jim

Tomb Raider: The Last Revelation

Game Boy Color

Playstation 2

Pokemon Silver

Madden NFL 2001

Pokemon Gold

NBA Live 2001

Mario Tennis.

Onimusha Warlords

Super Mario Brothers Deluxe

ATV Off Road Fury

Pokemon Yellow

SSX

Legend of Zelda: Oracle of Seasons

Star Wars Starfighter

Legend of Zelda: Oracle of Ages

Tekken Tag Tournament

Tony Hawk Pro Skater

The Bouncer

Donkey Kong Country

Zone of the Enders

Frogger

Triple Play Baseball

Dreamcast

Personal Computer

NBA 2K1

The Sims

Crazy Taxi

The Sims: Livin' Large

Phantasy Star Online

The Sims: House Party

Sonic Adventure

Frogger

NFL 2K1

Roller Coaster Tycoon

Shenmue

Black & White

Tony Hawk Pro Skater 2

Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?

Tomb Raider: The Last Revelation

Diablo 2

NBA 2K

102 Dalmatian Activity Center

Tony Hawk Pro Skater

Command & Conquer: Red Alert 2

Nintendo 64
Pokemon Stadium 2

Paper Mario
Donkey Kong 64

Super Smash Brothers
Legend of Zelda: Majora's Mask
Pokemon Stadium
The World is Not Enough
Super Mario 64

Mario Party 3
WWF: No Mercy

The Sims: House Party
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OWis a research and action organization dedi-

cated to assuring that children grow up in economically secure families, where parents can go to

work confident that their children are supported by quality health coverage, a positive media
environment, a good early education, and safe, productive things to do after school. Children
Now designs its strategies to improve children's lives while at the same time helping America
build a sustained commitment to putting children first. Recognized for its expertise in media as a
tool for change, Children Now is an independent, nonpartisan organization.

The Children & the Media Program works to improve the quality of news and entertainment media both for children and about children's issues, paying particular attention to media

images of race, class and gender. We seek to accomplish our goals through media industry
outreach, independent research and public policy development.
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